
01 Cut a length of embroidery thread, 
separate three strands and thread these 
through the tapestry needle. You can use 
a small 7.5 or 10cm (3 or 4in) hoop 
to hold the fabric while you stitch if you 
find it helpful, but this is not essential. If 
you are using a hoop, remember to cut 
the fabric large enough for the hoop to 
hold it; if not, then any scrap fabric that 
is larger than 7 x 7cm (3 x 3in) will do 
the trick.

02 Find the centre of your linen or 
evenweave by folding it in half 
horizontally and then vertically. These 
fold lines correspond to the centre lines 
marked on the charted designs and 
will ensure that you work your design 
centrally on the fabric. Mark the centre 
point with a pin or needle, and place 
the fabric in the embroidery hoop, if 
using.

03 Working in rows from the centre 
upwards, stitch the squirrel pattern 
working from the chart. Each square 
on the chart represents one cross stitch; 
the colour of the square indicates the 
thread colour (see chart key). Each cross 
is stitched over two threads on linen or 
evenweave. 

04 Cut out the circular template on the back 
of the button packaging that corresponds 
to the size of button you are making. 
Now cut a hole in the middle of the 
template so that you can see your design 
through the middle (see below) – this will 
help you to position your embroidery in 
the centre of the button.

05 Position your embroidery in the middle of 
the circle, mark around the template with 
a pencil, then cut around the line. 

06 Sew a loose running stitch around the 
outside of the circle with sewing thread, 
leaving the end unsecured. Place the 
circle of embroidered fabric face down, 
and then put the top half of the blank 
button (also upside down) on top of the 
fabric (see next page). 

07 Pull the loose end of the sewing thread 
to gather the fabric around the button 
blank, until it is smooth and even on the 
front. You may wish to zigzag a few 
stitches across the back of the fabric to 
pull any stubborn bumps or folds taut 
around the edge of the button. Secure 
the sewing thread with a knot or a few 
backstitches (see below).

BY SOPHIE SIMPSON
ACORN AND SquIRREl BuTTONS

CROSS STITCH 

MATERIAlS
TwO PIECES Of 27-COuNT OR 28-COuNT 
lINEN OR EvENwEAvE fABRIC, MINIMuM SIzE 
7 x 7CM (3 x 3IN) EACH

STRANDED COTTON THREAD IN ASSORTED 
COlOuRS, AS fOllOwS

   fOR THE SquIRREl: CINNAMON x 2M   
   (ANCHOR 351/DMC 400)

   fOR THE ACORN:  
   GINGER x 1M (ANCHOR 370/DMC 975),  
   NuTMEG x 1M (ANCHOR 365/DMC 3826)

TAPESTRY NEEDlE, SIzE 24

SMAll, SHARP SCISSORS 

TwO SElf-COvER BuTTON BlANkS, 38MM 
DIAMETER

PENCIl

SCISSORS fOR CuTTING PAPER OR CARD

SEwING THREAD fOR fINISHING BuTTONS



Anchor 351/DMC 400

Anchor 370/DMC 975

Anchor 365/DMC 3826
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 TIP
If you are lucky enough to have 

access to a badge machine, 

these tiny designs also make 

great badges and magnets.

08 The backing disc to the button blank has 
a smooth side and a side with teeth. 
Position the disk with the teeth facing 
down (towards the fabric) and the hole 
over the centre post. Press the disc 
down hard onto the post, as far as it 
will go. The teeth on the underside and 
around the edge of the disc will hold it 
in place over the fabric. 

09 To complete the pair of buttons, repeat 
steps 1–8, this time stitching the acorn 
pattern from the chart. Now your 
buttons are ready to sew on to a coat, 
scarf, bag or a cardigan… or whatever 
you wish!
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Inspired by Sophie’s cross stitch Squirrel Hand 
Warmers in Mollie Makes Woodland Friends.

Adapted from Life in Miniature buttons in Storyland 
Cross Stitch by Sophie Simpson.

Mollie Makes Woodland Friends
RRP £11.99
Buy a copy of Mollie Makes Woodland Friends online for only £7.
Just visit www.LoveCrafts.co.uk and enter SQUIRREL at the checkout.

Storyland Cross Stitch
RRP £14.99
Buy a copy of Storyland Cross Stitch online for only £12.
Just visit www.LoveCrafts.co.uk and enter BUTTONS at the checkout.

 

lOvE THIS PROjECT?
BuY THE BOOk!
Adapted from Mollie Makes woodland friends 
and Storyland Cross Stitch 
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